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CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present some of the background 
and notions which underlie the material in the remaining chapters. 
In Chapter II analogs of several well known theorems relating 
moments and derivatives of characteristic functions are proved in the 
setting of' a real separable Hilbert space. It should be noted that ac-
cording to Grenander (see [5), p. 28) not much work has been done with· 
moments of order greater than one in abstract spaces. An appropriate 
notion of' moment function is introduced, and the Gateaux derivative is 
used in order that the theorems may be extended from the finite dimen-
si onal case. _ 
The following theorem due to Carleman is also extended to the set-
ting under considerationo 
Theorem 1.1 (Carleman) Let the k-dimensional moment problem correspond-
1 jl j2 jk ing to the momenta mj . . "" Rk x1 x2 • • •:X:k dP(x1 ,x2 , • •• ,xk), 1tJ2t•o•tJk 
j 1 ,j2 , ••• ,jk = O, 1, 2, ••• , have a solution. Let A = m + 2n 2n,o, ••• ,o 
m + • 0 • + m . • A sufficient condition for the moment 0,2n,o, ••• ,o o,o, ••• ,2n 







This theorem is proved in a distinguished monograph on the moment 
problem by Jo Ao Shohat and Jo Do Tamarkin [12]. 
The theorems in Chapter III are related to binomial destruction in 
nature, a problem considered by Co Ro Rao [9]. In the setting under 
consideration a non-negative integer valued random variable X assumes 
a value which may then be reduced (ttpartially damaged" or "destroyed'') 
by some random destructive mechanism S 9 to yield S(X)o As an example 11 
let X denote the number of auto accidents in a town during the month 
of May and S(X) the number of accidents reported for that montho 
Given that one knows how the destructive mechanism acts (the distribu-
tion of S(X) given X) it is natural to ask what relationships hold 
between X and S(X), or if certain relationships are known to exist 
between X and S(X), what the destructive mechanism is. 
Rao and H. Rubin [10] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 Let X be a discrete random variable taking the values 
O, 1, ooot and let P[S(X) =r!X=n] fn) re )n-r = \_r p l - p 9 r = o, 1, 0 "0' no Then 
P[S(X) :r] "'P[S(X) =rlS(X) <X] ""P[S(X) =r!S(X) ::XL 
r = o, 1, • ., ", if j and only if 9 X has a Poisson distribution. 
Chapter III considers the following setting .. Suppose that X is 
acted upon by a rMdom destructive mechliilnism yielding the varb.ble s1 , 
which is acted upon by some destructive mechanism yielding the variable 
s2 , ooo yielding the variable St' for some positive integer t. 
result similar to the above theorem is proved., 
A 
The second part of Chapter III is devoted to a proposition of R. c .. 
Srivastava and A. B. L. Srivastava [13]o 
3 
Conjecture 1.1 Let X = (X1 ,x2) be a discrete random vector where x1 , 
x2 take on the values O, 1, ••• , and let S be a process acting on 
.... 
X satisfying for some p1 ,p2 £ (0,1) 
-+ I... (i) r i-r(j) s ( j-s P[S(X) :::: (r,s) X = (i,j)] = r pl (l -p1 ) s P2 1-p) 
for all non-negative integers i and j and all r=O,l, oeo,i and all 
s = O, 1 , ••• , j. .Then 
P[S(X) = (r,s)] e P[S(X) n (r,s)JS(X) + X] 
~ P[S(X): (r,s)IS(X) = X] 
fora.11 r=O,l, ••• andall s=O,l, ••• onlyif X obeys a 
bivariate Poisson law possessing probability generating function 
< Ix. I < 1) 
1. -
for some positive real numbers °'.]_, CI2 • 
(1.1) 
The authors could not prove this conjecture, but noted that the 
-probability generating function associated with X satisfies 
(1.2) 
1 for all xi s; [--, l], i = 1, 2. 
pi 
This is not difficult to see since taking, say, P[S(X) = (r,s)]"' 
P[S(X) = (r,s)IS(X) = X], then 
whence 
I P[S(X) = (r,s),X = (i,j)] 
i>r 
j~s 
P[S(X) = (r,s), X = (r 2s)] 
== I P[S(X) =Xix= (i,j)]' 
i>O 
j~O 
L (;)P{ (l -pl)i=r(~)P2s (l -p2)j-sP[X ,: (i,j)] 
i>r 
j> 6 
~ P1i P} P[X :: (i,j)] 0 
i>O 
j~O 
The denominator of the right member of the preceding equation is equal 
to G(p1 , p2 ) o Multiplying both sides of the equation by x{ x25 and 
summing over r, s ~O yields (1.2). By equating the first two members 
of (1.1) or the last two members of (1.1), (1.2) follows similarly. 
Now (1.2) is equivalent to 
where qi :c: 1 -pi, i = 1, 2. It is shown in Chapter III that an even 
stronger property holds, namely 
for all real numbers r and all (x,y) in the strip 
-q1 p2 < q2 x-q1 ;r<q2 p1 satisfying x,y,x+rq1 ,y+rq2 e: [-1,1]. 
Chapter IV presents the foll.owing characterization of the arc sine 
law as suggested by I. I. Kotlarski. 
Theorem lo3 Let x1 , x2 be independent identically distributed random 
variables with common density 
2 
,.., 
lxl < I=- I b 
4 
! l 
r(x) ~ rr J~l 2 - x (1 •. 3) 
(b{O). 
Then y - and are identically distributed. 
Theorem lo4 Let x1 ,x2 be independent identically distributed random 
variables with common symmetric non-degenerate distribution functione 
Suppose that all moments 
be a real number. If 





k=l,2, ••• exist. Let 
are distributed according to 
5 
The proofs of these theorems are b-sed on the moments of the rtlllldom 
variables, and Theorem 1.1 is an important tool in the proof of Theorem 
1.4. An example is given to illustrate that the symmetry requirement 
in Theorem 1.4 may not be deleted. 
CHAPTER II 
ON MOMENTS AND THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONAL 
IN HIIBERT SPACE 
Terminology 
The purpose of this chapter is to generalize to the Hilbert space 
setting several well known theorems relating moments, derivatives of 
characteristic functions, and Carleman'a condition. 
Let }+ be a real separable Hilbert space and ~ denote the sigma 
algebra of Borel sets of }+. Let P be a. probability measure (p.m.) on 
~, and R denote the set of real numbers. The characteristic functional 
Cc.f.) g(o) of P is defined by 
g(y) ,.. f e i (x,y) dP(x)' 
}+ 
y e: }t, 
where (•,•) denotes the inner product. The Gateaux derivative is the 
perfect type of derivative needed to achieve the generalizations of this 
chapter. The following notation is used for Gateaux derivatives of the 
complex valued function g. 
r £ R, 
for u e: )-t if this limit exists. Inductively, for u1 , u.2 , ••• , uk e: }t, 
derivatives of order k are defined by 
ka:2,31000 o 
6 
For convenience, define o2g(y;u2); o2g(y;u,u), and inductively, for 
m 
a1 , a2 , •••• am positive integers with 'E an= k, 
n=l 
7 
if a =l m • 
The reader is cautioned not to view the aj's above as exponents of the 
uj's, even if }+ = R. Set A= {(a1 ,a2 , ••• ): an non-negative integers, 
O< 
where 
•. •' •m• 
If 
is the first nonzero a, 
n 




a c j, then define 
n 
is the second nonzero a, 
n 
The definition of moment to be introduced now will easily indicate 
the analogy between the theorems of finite dimensional space and the 
theorems in this chapter. Hereafter we have the convention that 
0 (.,.) = 1. 
Definition 2.1 Let )t be a real separable Hilbert space and ~ denote 
the sigma algebra of Borel sets of ,+ and P a p.m. on ~· For ue:}f 
and n a non-negative integer the nth moment of P with respect to 
u is 
provided that this integral exists. Inductively, for u1 ,u2 , ••• ,uk e:)-f 






Finally, if u1 ,u2 , •o•t e}+ and a1 ,a2 , ••• , are non-negative integers 
satisfying a • == n < cro, then 
J 
Now in a separable Hilbert space every orthonormal system is counta-
ble, and there is a complete orthonormal system {a} 
n 
({a.} is complete 
n 
if (x,a.) =0 for every n=l, 2, ••• , implies that x = e) (see [11], 
n 
p. 212). Further, for any x &}{·, 
x = (x,a. )a n n and 
2 
11 x 11 = 
where II • II denotes the norm of )+. 
2 
(x,a. ) ' n 
The real and imaginary parts of a complex valued function are de-
noted by R and I as usual. 
The Theorems 
Theorem 2.1 If~ II x llkdP(x) < • for some positive integer k, and g 
rt 
denotes the c.f. of P, then for all integers j, l ~ j ~ k, and all 
y • )+, all j th order Gateaux derivatives of g exist and are given by 
(2.1) 
9 
All j th order moments exist and are given by 
00 
Theorem 2.2 Let (a. } 1 be a complete orthonormal system in 'l-1, and k n n= rr 
be a positive integer. If, for each positive integer n, b2kg(e;a.2k) 
co n 
exists and ~ (R[o2kg(a;a.;k)]}1/k exists, then~ II x 11 2kdP(x) < 00• 
n=l 2k 2k ft 2k 
The theorem holds if R[b g(e;~n )] is replaced by m2k(an ). 
00 
Theorem 2.3 Let (a. } ~" be a. complete orthonormal system in }f, and k n n=.1.. 
be a positive integer. If f II x llkdP(x) < 00, then as II y II ... O, 
)+ 
k .j 
g(y) = 1 + I j! 
j=l 
Theorem 2.4 (Carleman) Let }t be a real separable Hilbert space, '1J. = 
(1,0,0, ••• ), u2 "" (0~1,0,0,., •• ), .... , be the standard complete orthonormal 
system, P be a p.m~ on t, the Borel sets of )+, and m (ujn) exist 
n. oo 
for every j = 1, 2,... and n = o, 1,... • Denote >...2n = ~ m2n (uf), 
J=l 
where , here, noor, may be replaced by the dimension of }+, if it is finite. 
00 
I ~ ... -1/( 2n) , . f 4'..A2n = 00, then the moment problem is determined., 
n=l - . 
icr 
Lemma 2.,1 If r,c e: R with r,l:O, then le -ll < lei. 
r -
icr . r;:; 1/2 
Proof Set h(r) = le r - 1 1, r I o. Then h(r) = v2 Cl - cos er) · 
"' Ir I • 
W I ( )I i h2(r) ""2(1 - cos er) W e bound hr by bound ng 2 • ithout loss of 
r 
generality we may assume that c, r > o. 
1 - cos er increases from O to 2 as r increases from O to 
3!, which leads to two cases. c 
Case I. sup h2(r) = h2('.!l). 4c22 • 
'1'I" c 1T 
r~-e- 2 3 
Case II. Since t (sin s)t cos t = 1 - 2! + 3 ! for some s e (o,t), then 
for r e (o,'1!), 
c 
·· 2 2 r 2c2 . r3c3 
h (r) =;,. (1 - (1 - ~+(sine)~)), 
for some s 6 (o, re) C (O,Ti). Therefore h2(r) ;5· c2 • Thus, lh(r) I s 
led. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 Note that f II x II jdP(x) < 00, 0 ~ j s k. First 
)t 
let j = k = 1. 










Denoting the integrand in (2.2) by f (x;u1 ,y), we have It (x;u1 ,y)I < r · r -
l(x,u1 ) I ~ II x II• II u1 II, from which lim i f/x;1,_ ,y)dP(:x) "" r i (x y) . . r,oO }t 
), i ( x, u1 ) e ' dP( x). To see this, assume the opposite, that there 
}+ 
is a sequence {rk} of nonzero.real numbers tending to zero for which 
it is not true that · lim 1 fr (x;u1 ,y)d.P(x) = f i (x,u1 ) ei (x,:y) dP(x). 
k-- }f k i( ) )+ 
Since lim f (x;u1 ,:,) ... i (x,u1 ) e x,y for all x, we have a coun-
k- rk 
terexample to the dominated convergence theorem. Inductively, 
11 
By the same reasoning as above we have (2.1). 
Corollary 2.1 If f I (x,u) lkdP(x) exists for some positive integer k, 
}+ 
and u e: )+, then, for all integers j, l ~ j ::S k, e)g(r u; uj) exists 
and is equal to f i j(x,u)jei(x, r u) dP(x), r f; R. 
}+ . 
Lemma 2.2 If, for some positive integer k and some u. e: )-t, c/kg(e;u2k) 
exists where g(.) is the c.f. of a p.m. 
Proof First suppose that k = 1. Then l 6 g(r u; u) exists for every 
re; C-:it,a) 'I some opel1';in:terval which contains o. Now we look at g(r u), 
re: R, as a complex valued function of r with 
R[b1g(ru;u)] ""[Rg(ru)]' and R[o2g(ru;u2 )] = [Rg(ru)]'' 
(and similar equalities for I and for higher order derivatives). 
Letting "~'' denote the complex conjugate function we have 
lim R g(r u) - 1 "" R[b1g(6;u)J 
r--0 r 
1 . ~ru) .• 1 
""' im 
r-oO =r 
since g(-x) = g(x), x e:)+. Therefore R[61g(e;u)J = o. 
f (x,uldP(x) x: 2 f lim l - cos[;(xgu)] dP(x) 
)+ }f r-0 r 
J -[ ir(x,u) _ 2 -ir(x,u)] < 1 . e + e - .....2:El 2 
r--o )+ r 
dP(x) 
12 
1 .... [g(ru)~2+g(-ru)] 1 . -2[Rg(ru)-1] 
"' 1m 2 == 1m ? ~ - c.. 
r--0 r r--0 r 
l 1 
,., li.m. -[Rg(ru)l_'. "'" lim-R[b g(ru; u)] -R[b g(e;u)] 
r-•O r r=5 r 
~ - R[o2g(e;u2)J. 
. 2k ( 2k) J·· ·c· · )2k-2 I ) Inductively, suppose that 6 g e;u exists and that x,u dP,x 
. )-+ 
exists. Set G(C) = i (x,u/k-2dP(x), C e; ~. Assuming rnomenh.rily that · 
G(.) C 
G(}+)>O,then ~ isa p.m. andha.s c.f. f(•) satisfying 
f( ) 1 1 ( . )2k-2 i (x, ru)dP( ) ru m ~ x,u e X 9 
rt 
r ER. 
By Corollary 2.1 
( ) (-l)k-l ~2k~2 ( . 2k-2) f r u "" G{}B u g r u; u • 
2 2 
Therefore b f(e;u) exists, and, by the induction hypothesis, 
( ) k-1 -1 ,2k (90 2k) 
G(~ u g ~u • 
Or 
f 2k k 2k 2k (x,u) dP(x) < (-1) R[b g(e;u )]. 
,+ -
If G((t) "" 0 then P( {x: (x"u) :::: O}) ""l, and by Corollary 2.1 this 
lemma and (2.3) remain true. 
Proof of Theorem 2o2 By Lemma 2.2, f (x,a /kdP(x) < (-l)~[o2kg(e~a2k)J 
n - n )-+ 
for n:z:l, 2, •••• Let m be a positive integer. By repeated use of 
13 
Minkowski's inequality 
J ( i (x,un)2)kdP(x) ~ 
~ n=l 
~ {f [(~1>k R[62kg<e1«/'>n11klk. 
n=l J 
The theorem is proved since 
In the following, if x s )f - {e}, then x' will denote x 1lxll 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3 If y = e the theorem ie clear. Suppose 1 ~ e. 
g( y) • Rg( ;y) + i Ig( y) • Rg( 111 11 • y' ) + i Ig( 11 :r Jt • y' ) • 
By 'l'a.ylor' s theorem, as II y II ... 0, 
k j j 
g(y) = 1 + Z Rb g(~~l' )ll;rllj + o(ll:,-llk) + i k L Iojg(~?' j) 111 II j + 
jml j=l 
o( 11:r Ilk) 
k j j 
... 1 +L O g(~P'' >11,-11j + 0(1l11lk) 
j=l 
k . 
= l + L fr~ ij(x,:r')jdP(x)J 11:rllj + o(!lyllk) 
j=l ~ . 
= l + ± 1/[ ij(x,:r)jdP(J + o( 11:rllk) 
j=l ~rf J 
14 
Now O < (x + y,a. ) 2 = (x,a )2 + 2(x,a. )(y,a. ) + (y,a )2. From this 
- - n n - n n n 
I (x,a.n)(y,a.n) I ~ ! ~x,a.n/ + (y,a.nl], so that 
m m 
~ (x,a. )(y,« ) I = I ' (x' ,a. )(y' ,(1 ) I !Ix 1111:r II L n n L n n 
n=l n=l 
= llxllllYII• 




,: l + "'"' \ LJo 
j:l 
k 
=l+ '-.1 L,.j! 
j=l 
15 
Proof of Theorem 2o4 For}+ finite dimensional Euclidean space the the-
orem is known (see [12], p. 21), so assume otherwise. Let Q be a p.m. 
on tt':, having the given moments, 1\:)f ... Rk be the projection map, 1Tk(x) == 
((x,u1 ),{x,u2 ),ooot(x,uk)), for k a positive integer, and Tik(il)) be the 
sigma algebra of subsets of Rk induced by 0). rrk(li:J) is just the usual 
sigma algebra of Borel sets of Rk since Tik(~) is generated· by II • ll 
when restricted to Rk, and all norms on Rk generate the same topology• 
Note that rTk(.) is a meas'1,rable function, hence it makes sehse to de-
fine the p.m. Qk:Tik(IB) ... [0,1] by Qk(C) = Q(n~1 (c)). · For integers 




then by Carlema.n' s condition for finite dimensional spaces Qk is unique-
k 
ly determined (k=l,2, .. o). Let y g rf and yk = L(y,uj)ujo Then 
j=l 
a.a k-+ 00 , 11 yk-y ll-+ O, and if we let h( 0 ) denote the Cofo of Q, 
then h(yk) - h(y)o But 
-= J exp(i(x,TI/yk)) }dQk(x) 
Rk 
is a uniquely determined complex number since Qk(·) is determinedo 
Hence h(y)_ is a uniquely determined nnmber., Thus., the Cofo 9 s of Q 
and P are equal, whence P = Q (see [8], p. 152). 
16 
Examples and Comments 
It is easy to show that the convergence condition given in Theorem 
2.2 is necessary if k = 1. Unfortunately this is not the case for 
larger k, ~sis seen in the following. Let }f = Qf and a "" vn ct 
n n 
where ~ = (1,0,0, ••• ), a2 = (0,1,0,0, ••• ), ••• • Let p = P((a }) = n n 
c where s is a constant, k+s 1 < s < 2, and c is a norming constant 
n 
defined by Then !Ix I! dP(x) < 00 while i (x,a. ) dP(x) f 2k I2k 2k » }f n 
( ... 1)kc ~ 1 
"" , .(.... --:::-,;-_5 k di verges for k = 2, 3, • • • • 
· n8 n=l n51 K 
.(}1 x II 2k dP( x) < ~, we can c 01\Clude at least that 
since 
However~ if 
An easy example which illustrates the use of Theorem 2.4 is obtained 
by let ting }+ and l be as given above and setting P((a.j}) = -:I• 
2 
L )._;!/(2n) = "°, 
n=l 
whence P is uniquely determined by (mn ( a.jn): j = 1,2, ••• , n "'0,1, .. ., .. }. 
This chapter contains a package of theorems relating moments and 
derivatives of characteristic functions., Theorem 2.1 can be shown to 
hold in an arbitrary real Banach space, Jl , say, with the co f.. defined 
by f ei x~(x)dP(x), x* a continuous linear functional., In order to 
n. 
obtain the package in an optimal setting, a suitable notion of moment 
must be determined, which would give rise to "the moment problem11 in an 
abstract space, an appealing problemo 
CHAPTER III 
ON A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION 
Sequential Damage 
c. R. Rao [9] considered the following situation. A random varia= 
ble X is produced by natu.re where X takes on only non-negative inte-
ger values. X is then acted upon by a process S to yield S(X) 
where S reduces or destroys X, that is, if i is the value of X 
then S(X) ==r for some integer r, 0,Sr~i. If we know the distribu-
tion of S(X) given X then it is natural to ask what distribution(s) 
X must have in order that 
P[S(X) ~ r] = P[S(X) = rldamaged] = P[S(X) = rlundamaged] 
or equivalently 
P[S(X) = r] = P[S(X) = r!S(X) < X] ~ P[S(X) = r(S(X) = X]. 
Rao and Ho Rubin proved the following theorem (see [10])~ 
Theorem 3ol Let X be a discrete I"M.dom variable taking the values 
0,1, out and let P[S(X) = rlX = n] = (:)pr(l-p)n-r, r=0 9 l, ooo,no 
Then 
P[S(X) =r] • P[S(X) sr!S(X) <XJ = P[S(X) mr!S(X) .xJ, r=O, 1, ooot 
if, and only if 7 X has a Poisson distribution. 
17 
18 
Now let us consider the following situation. A random variable X 
is as above, and X is reduced to s1 (X) by a process s1 • Suppose 
further that s1(X) is reduced to s2(s1(X)) by some process s2• 
This leads to the following. 
Theorem3.2 Lett be a.positive integer and xss0 and s1 ,s2 , ••• ,st 
be random variables taking on the values O, 1, ••• , and let p1 , p2 , .... , 
pt e (0,1). Suppose for all k == 1, 2, .... , t and for all integers 
j 0 , jl, ••• , jt satisfying o ~ jt ~ jt-l ~ • • • ~ j 0 that 
Then 
r•0,1, ••• , 
if, and only if, X has a Poisson distribution. 
Proof We first make an observation. Let j 0 , jt be integers such that 
P[X ... j 0J > o, and o :S jt ~ j 0• 
P[St=jtJX..jo] = ~ P[St=jt' 8t-1=jt-1•···• 61·j1JX.jo]. <3•2l 
jt:Sjt-1~· • ·~jo 
\ 




,,, n· P[s ,.,, j , s 1 ... j 1]. 
l m m m- m-m= 
Substituting (3.3) in (3.2), multiplying eaeh side by 
19 
then summing 









Thus the distribution of St· given X = j 0 is binomial 
(3.4) 
with parameters j 0 and Pi P2 •••Pt• 
Both parts of the proof follow from Theorem 3.1 and observation (3.4). 
It should be noted that Theorem 3.2 is easily related to the lan-
guage of Markov processes, where, for instance, X could represent the 
size of a population, Sk the size of the k th generation, and (3.1) 
describes the one step transition probabilities. 
Corollary 3.1 Let X be a random variable possessing a binomial distri~ 
bution with parameters n and p0 , where n is a positive integer and 
p0 e: [0,1]. Let t be a positive integer, p1 , p2 , .... , pt e; [0,1], and 
s1 , s2 , .... , St with s0 ::: X be random variables taking on only the values 
o, 1, .... , such that for all k=l, 2, ••• , t and for all integers j 0 9 j 1 , 
21 
Then St has a binomial distribution with parameters n and p0 p1 o •• Pt• 
Proof Just as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 the probabilit1 generating 
function of ~t given X"" j is {p1 p2 •••pt x + (l -p1 p2 •••pt) )j for 
j "' 0 , 1 , ••• , n. Thus for k = 1, 2 , ••• , n 
n 




2 P(St.., k!X = j)P(X .. ;j) 
jc:k 
= I(t)<P1 P2· · •pt)k(l -pl P2· • • pt)j-k(~)pj(i ... po)n-j • 
j=k 
Thus the probability generating function of St is 
n n 
L L (i )cpl P2oe•pt)k(l -pl P2". •pt)j-k(j)pd (1 -po)n-j xk 
k=O j=k . 
:n 
"" 2 (pl P2· .. Pt x + (1 -pl P2·. •pt) )jC;)pJC1-po)n-j . 
j=O 
The Bivariate Case 
R. c. Srivastava and A. B. L. Srivastava [13] considered the two 
dimensional analog of Theorem 3.1 and conjectured as follows. 
Conjecture 3.1 Let X ... (X1 ,x2) be a discrete random vector where x1 , 
x2 take on the values o, 1, ••• , 
... 
and let S be a process acting on X 
satisfying for some p1 , p2 c: (0,1) 
22 
for all non-negative integers i and j and all r = o, 1, ••• , i and 
all s ... 0, 1, .••• , j. Then 
P[S(X),.. (r,s)] :a:P[S(X) = (r,s) Js(x) ~X] =P[S(X) ... (r,s) Js(x) ,.,x] 
for all r=0,1, ••• and all s=0,1, ••• only if' X obeys a bivariate 
Poisson law possessing probability generating function 
for some positive real numbers a1 , a2• 
In [13] the authors verified the converse, leaving the conjecture 
open, with the observation that (3.5) implies 
l for all x1 £ [ --, l] 9 i = 1, 2. pi 
Acz,1 [2] solved (3.6) under the assumption that (3.6) holds for 
all x1 , x2 E C-1,1) and all p1 , p2 s: ( 0,1). The solution of Theorem 
3.1 did not require that p be a variable, and it is natural to wonder 
if the conjecture is true for p1 ,p2 fixed. This author, using a tech= 
nique which appeared in the paper of Rao and Rubin, has arrived at the 
following extension of (3.6), where p1 , p2 e: (0,1) are assumed fixed. 
In the following let · Z denote the set of integers, R • the set of 
real numbers, and qi "" 1 -pi, i .,.1, 2. 
Theorem 3.3 Under the hypothesis of the preceding conjecture the proba-.. 
bility generating function G of X satisfies 
for all r e R and all (x,y) in the strip -q1 p2 < q2 x - q1 Y < q2 P1 
satisfyin.g x,y,x + r q1 ,:, + r q2 £ [-1,1]. 
Proof Replacing p1 x1 by x and p2 x2 by y, (3.6) becomes 
23 
Using (3.7) we can define a function F(x,y) such that F and G agree 
on the Cartesian product (O,l) X (0,1) and F is defined on the open 





Figure 1. D and Its Boundaries 
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(see Figure l) and 
(x,y) &: D. (3.8) 
It is easily shown that each line lying wholly in D has equation 
ql 
x = - (y-p} +e for some c, 
q2 
Let the strip in R2 determined by all lines (3.9) be denoted n1 o Pick 
c from the interval given in (3.9). Inductively (3.8) becomes (on the 
line determined by c) 
k e Z, y s: R. Set 
ye; R. 






Then for k e: Z, 
and in particular H(k q2 ) .. H{O) = S(O) + O for every k e Z (s(,o) + O 
follows from (3.10) and the fact that G is a probability- generating 
function). 
The line of D1 determined by c in.tersects 
points whose y coordinates belong to an interval 
(0,1) .)( (O,l) at 
( 1 , lA ) the length 
c c 
of which is greater than q2 • That S is absolutely monotonic on R 
will follow from (3.10) if it can be shown that S is absolutely mono~ 
tonic on (1 , u ) • c c 
Let 10 e: (10 , u0 ). Then ( ~ (y0 .-p2) +c, 10) s (0,1) x(o,1) and 
DO CO 
= LL Pk,j(~ <10-p2)+c)k1J 
k=O j=O 
where Pk,j: P[X = (k,j)]. For a given k and j the function 
is absolutely monotonic on (1 , u ) since h~nj) (y) > 0 for every n = 0 9 · c c -""k, -
1,. •• , and for every ya;(lc,uc)• Since (3.13) converges, l 0 <y0 <u0 , 
then S(y) is absolutely monotonic on (1 ,u) (see [14], p. 151), and c e 
S is absolutely monotonic on R, and in particular on (-00,0). Hence 
26 
for -co<y<O, S(y) = S(O) fllt,)eytda(t) for some distribution function 
0 
a (see [14], p. 162 - Bernstein's Theorem). Therefore 
y(logF(pl' p})/q2 Joo t 
H(y) = e S(O) ey da(t). 
0 
Recalling from (3.12) that H(y) is periodic(q2) then 
.:..2 q t 
e 2 da.( t); 
or 
fiE( ... -q2 t)~2 ( -q2 t )2 -q2 t . 
Thus L Q J = Ee which implies that e = F(p1 ,p2) 
a.e.(a.). But exp(-q2 t) is a strictly decreasing function of t • 
. log F(p1 ,p2 ) 
Therefore a.( t) is a distribution with point mass 1 at t ==-~-~-. 
-q2 
So from (3.14), for y < 0 






In rectangular coordinates with x this becomes 
F(x,y) 
Symmetrically it can be shown that 
F(x,y) 
From (3.15), :f'or rr;R, (x,y) e:D1 , w~ have F(x+rq1 ,y+rq2) = 
F(x,y) F -r(p1 ,p2). The domain of the hypothesis follows by intersecting 
(-1,1] X (-1,l] with D1 • 
CHAPI'ER IV 
ON PROPERTIES OF THE ARC SINE LAW 
Two properties of the arc sine law appear in this chapter. In par-
ticular, let x1 , x2 be independent identically dist~ibuted random var-
Xl +X2 
iables satisrying X1 +X2 .rv:JS_• X2 or. · 2 "'Xl• X2 , where "rv" de-
notes "is distributed as". Theorem 4.2 exhibit~ a non-degenerate dis-
tribution for the random variables in each case. 
Theorem 4.1 Let x1 ,x2 be independent identically distributed raadom 
variables with common density 
1 
f(x) "" (4.1) 
0 lxl 2: If I 
Then Y = and Z = x1 • x2 are identically distributed. 
Proof The support of x1 is in a finite interval hence so are the sup-
ports of Y, Z and their moments characterize their distribution func-
tions (see [3], p. 178). Let k be a positive integer. If k is odd 
then since the distribution corresponding to f(x) is symmetric then 
k k k k 
~ = E[X1 ] == 0 = E[X1 • x2 , ] "" E[Z ] • Examining the other case 
28 
29 
11!1 2k ! x dx 
1T 2 , ~2)2 2 I b I \Jrb) - x-
=(_g)· 2k 1·~·5 .. ~(2k-l) 
b' 2 • • 6 • • • ( 2kj ... ( 
2 ) 2k (2k) ! 
b (k!)2 22k 
Note that if k is odd then E[Yk] like E[Zk] equals zero. On the 
other hand 
2k k 2k -2k '(2k) -2k , ( 2k) 
E[Y ] = b L.. j mj m2k-j = b L 2j m2j m2k-2j 
j,.,,Q j=O 
k k 






This last summation may be looked upon as the coefficient of xk in the 
k k -4k (2k)2. product (1 +x) (1 +x) • Therefore C4o2) becomes b k • Thus 
E[Yk] = E[Zk], and Y and Z are identically distributed. 
Theorem 4.2 Let JS_, x2 be independent identically distributed random 
variables with common symmetric non-degenerate distribution function F. 
k Suppose that all moments ak = E[X1 ] , k = 1, 2, ••• , exist. Let b ,.j, 0 
be a real number. If 
y = 
are identically distributed, then Xi are distributed according to 
density ( 4.1). 
k k k Proof Now E[Z] and E[Y] exist since E[Xi] exist, and the hy-
pothesis implies that E[Zk] ... E[Yk], k = 1, 2, • • • • If k is odd then 
ak =:= 0 since F is symmetric. Hence E[Zk] = E[X1 • x2Jk = _ E[X1kJ E[X2kJ 
• o. For even subscripts 
Letting k"" 1 
whence a2 =0 
= b-2k {!(2jk)xi3x22k-j} 
2k 
= b -2k 2 (2f )aj a2k-j 
j:.:O 
k 
'"' b-2k I(~~) a2j a2k-2j• (4.3) 
j=O 
this becomes af = b-2[(~)a2 +(~)a2] or b2a22-2a2 = O, 
2 or a2 = 2 . But since F is non-degenerate, no moment 
b 
31 
of even order can be zeroo Therefore 
argument used on (403) shows that a2k 
From Theorem 1.1 it is known that a distribution function is com-
pletely determined by the sequence {C\:} of its moments if the sum 
"\:" -1/( 2k) 
L. (12k (4.4) 
is divergent. Since ( 2k) -2k a.2k = k b then 
-1/(2k) (2k)-l/( 2k) 
a2k ,., I b J k • 
We now compare ( 2kk)-l/(2k) 1 to k' the general term of the harmonic 
series. We note the inequality 
k2k > (2k) ! 
k! k~ 
(k>l). (4.5) 
To see this, the right member of (4.5) may be looked upon as the 
number of 2k-long binary sequences in which exactly as many zeros as 
ones appear. The left member is the number of 2k-long k-ary sequences 
(i. e., with a choice of k digits for each position). Hence (4.5) .is 
clear. 
Therefore 
(2k)-l -2k k > k 
and (4.4) diverges if a. is replaced by a. 
It was shown in Theorem 4.1 that the moments associated with den-
sity (4.1) are m2k = (tk)b-2k, and m2k-l ~ o. Since the moments 
{ak: k = 1, 2, o ... } characterize F and ak "'~, then Xi are distrib~ 
uted according to density (4.1). 
32 
It should be noted that the assumption of symmetry cannot be removed 
from the hypothesis of Theorem 4.,2 as is seen by letting X. have the 
1 
common distribution 
and b "'2. 
and P[X. "" l] 
1 
The author wishes to thank I. I. Kotlarski for suggesting this 
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